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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the project Feel the World, a project
developed to display the world’s feelings in a tangible way.
The project used an already existing API to crawl the web
looking for sentences that included statements of feelings.
These were then categorized and mapped into a color code
that was displayed in a globe made of ice. The interaction
with the globes was performed through an interactive map
by the use of physical tokens, which could be placed on the
map indicating the desired country and other constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

In September 2007 Mubin et al. designed the TEMoChine, a tangible emotion machine. They examined
whether or not it is possible to determine, recognize and/or
report the emotional state of a group of people through
touch and/or body motion. They presented an initial design
of a mechanism for an asynchronous yet anonymous mean
of communication where defining interaction with the
system and aggregating the individual interaction
components set up the basic framework. The results from
their initial user evaluation based on a scenario-based
methodology proved that users tend to exhibit similar
emotional expression and interaction modalities, which
could be used to determine general emotional states[2].

This project was developed as a final project for the course
“Making Things Interactive”. The main goal was to apply
what we learned during the course and come up with
something that was interactive and attractive.

DESCRIPTION.

The main goal for this project was to provide a tangible
way to convey the worlds emotion, using Jonathan Harris
“we feel fine” API to crawl the web and look for sentences
that enclosed feelings, and then categorizing them into
good/bad feelings [1].

Physical Apparatus and Framework

This proportion was then mapped into color components
(blue for bad, green for good) and displayed through the
use of a bi-color LED .
The project was aimed to have a low-cost implementation
and to create an engaging experience where the user
experiences the emotions themselves.
RELATED WORK

In 2005, Jonathan Harris and Sepandar Kamvar developed
what was first known as an art exhibit named “We feel
fine”. Using a series of simple playful interactive
interfaces, the feelings could be searched and sorted across
a number of demographic slices, offering responses to
specific questions like: do Europeans feel sad more often
than Americans? Do women feel fat more often than men?
Does rainy weather affect how we feel? . The project itself
was very successful and it was used in our project to gather
the information of the web [1].

The Feel The World project can be seen through different
perspectives, namely through it’s physical structure or by
it’s conceptual organization.
In terms of its physical components the installation is easily
perceived as a set of 4 components , discussed further on in
the document.
The first one and more noticeable one is the ice lamp, a
globe of solid ice that shifts its color with the user
interaction.
Then we have the interactive map, mounted on a black mat
an coupled with a set of re-positionable tokens.
These two components are then connected to an Arduino1
Dicimilla board which is responsible of identifiying and
detecting the position of the tokens on the map and also
responsible for switching the color pattern on the ice globe.
The Arduino board is then connected to a computer which
runs the program code that gets the information about the
world’s feelings, categorizes them and controls the arduino
board.
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}
void draw() {
background(255);
//----------------Read From Map------------------------int val = arduino.analogRead(1);
int val1 = arduino.analogRead(2);
int val2 = arduino.analogRead(3);
val=val/3;
val1=val1/3;

Figure 1. Feel the World Framework

val2=val2/3;
if(val>=15){

Feeling the World – Processing

In order to capture the world’s feelings, a Processing2 code
was developed. This code is responsible to connect to the
internet and query the “we feel fine” API. This query is
changed according to what is read from the interactive map
and results in a xml file with the found occurrences. These
occurences are then processed and categorized into “Good”
and “Bad” feelings which are then mapped into a values
between 0 and 255 and transmitted to the arduino board
through the use of Firmata3.
If there is no interaction detected the system goes into an
“attractor” mode, that simply displays a smooth transition
of colors to attract prospective users. The code used is
showed below.

country="&country=Australia";
displayData();
} else{
atractor();
}
}
void displayData(){
int perBad=0;
int perBadAll=0;
float m=0;
int n=0;

import processing.xml.*;

perBad=getData();

import processing.serial.*;

m = map(perBad, 0, 100, 0, 255);

import cc.arduino.*;

n=int(m);

Arduino arduino;

arduino.analogWrite(5,n);

int i=0;

arduino.analogWrite(6,255-n);

int j=255;

delay(1000);

String country="";

}

XMLElement xml;
int lastPerGood=0;

int getData(){

int lastPerBad=0;

int good=0;
int bad=0;

void setup() {

int total=0;

size(200, 200);

int perBad=0;

arduino = new Arduino(this, Arduino.list()[0], 115200);

int perGood=0;

arduino.analogWrite(3, j);
arduino.analogWrite(6, i);
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Firmata is a Processing library that allows you to directly
control the arduino board without any need for manual
synchronization of the serial port.

s=s.concat(country);
xml = new XMLElement(this,s);
int numSentences = xml.getChildCount();
String sentence = new String();

for (int i = 0; i < numSentences; i++) {
XMLElement kid = xml.getChild(i);

Interactive Map and Tokens

String id = kid.getStringAttribute("feeling"); // get the feeling

The interaction with the user is performed by the use of a
map mounted in a black mat. This map is a regular printed
map, but on each country has a cut-off region were 2
distinct pieces of conductive tape was applied. These piece
are 2 lose ends of an incomplete circuit which is connected
to the Arduino analog input ports.

sentence = kid.getStringAttribute("sentence"); // get the sentence
if(id!=null){
if(id.equals("good")||id.equals("happy")||id.equals("better")){
//values
good=good+1;
total=total+1;
}
if(id.equals("bad")||id.equals("sad")||id.equals("worse")){
bad=bad+1;
total=total+1;
}
}
}
//println("feeeling...");
perGood=(good*100/total);
perBad=(bad*100/total);
if(perGood!=lastPerGood || perBad!=lastPerBad){
lastPerGood=perGood;
lastPerBad=perBad;
//println("\nTotal:"+total+" Good:"+good+" Bad:"+bad);
//println("Good(%):"+perGood+" Bad(%):"+perBad);
}
return perBad;
}

Figure 2. The interactive map
The user can then use tokens, which are comprised of a
resistor and 2 pieces of conductive to complete the circuit.
Once the circuit is completed the Arduino will be able to
read the flowing current and detect which token is in place
(distinguishing the different pre-defined current values).

void atractor(){
arduino.analogWrite(5, j);
arduino.analogWrite(6, i);
arduino.analogWrite(10, j);
arduino.analogWrite(9, i);
if(i!=255){
i=i+1;
} else if (j!=0){
j=j-1;
} else if (j==0 && i==255){
while(j!=255){
arduino.analogWrite(5, j);

Figure 3. A token

arduino.analogWrite(6, i);
arduino.analogWrite(10, j);

Emotions through ice

arduino.analogWrite(9, i);

Water and Electronics usually don’t go well together, it is
common sense. However while pursuing a good way of
diffusing the light from a LED, water in it’s solid state was
showed to be a great way to achieve the desired effect. Plus
ice conveyed more experience value for it is an unexpected
and quite beautiful medium.

j=j+1;
i=i-1;
}
}
}

Figure 4. Ice lamps
The process of making an ice glowing globe is fairly simple
and can be achieved in the following way:
Step 1 – Place the LED (preferably already soldered to
cable) inside an empty balloon.
Step 2 – Fill the balloon with water and tie a tight knot
(either on the balloon itself or using a piece of wire)
Step 3 – Put the balloon in the freezer and let it freeze.
(Ideally for 2 days, depending on its size).
Step 4 – Take the balloon out of the freezer, cut the plastic
and remove the balloon. You know have a working Ice
Lamp.
The ice lamp was then attached to the Arduino through its
analog output ports (marked with a PMW label).
LESSONS LEARNED

While implementing the system there were several lessons
learned. Staring with the most common property of ice: it
melts. Trying to address that issue there were several tries
to make what is called “Hot Ice” , a oversaturated solution
of Sodium Acetate in water which once is cooled off and in
contact with a Sodium Acetate crystal solidifies into a icelike formation4 which only melts when exposed to
temperatures higher than 50 degrees Celsius. However the
ordered quantity of Sodium Acetate was not enough to
create the desired quantity and therefore the idea was
abandoned.
Other issue that was raised from the token/map interaction
was the fact that the conductive tape was sometimes not
closing the circuit on a proper way, and therefore it would
have been more reliable to use some sort of magnetic
contacts to perform the coupling.
Overall the system achieved the initial goals, however there
is still room for improvements in the interaction and overall
coupling of all the elements.
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Figure 5. Feel the World first public appearance
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